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Lecture 10 –Logistic Regression/Machine Learning

Introduction to Scientific Computation
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r=-0.987r=+0.9538

Correlation coefficient always lies between -1 to +1



Correlation of difference genes



• y - dependent variable or also called response variable

• x
1
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are called independent variables 

or explanatory variables.

• X values can either quantitative or categorical. 
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MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION



Dependence of cell growth to expression of geneX, geneY

and geneZ

Cell growth  = 47 + 0.28geneX -0.003geneY-0.30geneZ



A one-unit difference in the rating of weight corresponds to a 6.5 point difference in fuel 

consumption.

Example 2.

Dependence of fuel consumption to car features (weight, 

horse power, model year etc.) 



Logistic Regression

If a response variable such as yes/no or success/failure response variables., we 

cannot use linear regression models where it assumes a normal distribution. 

Think about a cancer patient diagnosis whether a patient either have a cancer or 

not a cancer

One type of model that can be used is called logistic regression. We think in 

terms of a binomial model for the two possible values of the response variable 

and use one or more explanatory variables to explain the probability of success. 

P(Y=1|beta)= exp(b(1)+b(2)x) / 1+exp(b(1)+b(2)x)

x= binary or cont
y= binary

b(1) and b(2) are coefficients



Odds Ratio

Odd ration is the ratio of the proportions for binary outcomes. 

If pˆ is the proportion for one outcome, then 1 − pˆ is the 

proportion for the second outcome: 

P(pass exam)=0.8 

P(fail exam)=0.2
odd(pass)=4



Odd ration of being cancer after seeing  biomarker changes

P(cancer)=0.83

P(not cancer)=0.17

Odds ration (cancer)=5

the odds for having cancer is 5 times 

the odds for not having cancer after rna sequencing



if y response variable is discrete 

Y= P(Y=0) + P(Y=1)  

Logistic function

it can be defined as 

f(x)= exp(x) / 1+exp(x)

f(x) or y values always falls in range between 0 and 1

f(x) is propability values, 



Logistic regression

f(x)= exp(x) / 1+exp(x)

Statistical model for logistic regression

p is the probability value

beta values are coefficients of the logistic model

Reverse, divide by exp(x) and rearrange we got 

p= exp(x) / 1+exp(x)



f(x)= exp(x) / 1+exp(x)

1/p= 1 + exp(x) / exp(x) 

1/p= 1/ exp(x) + 1

1/p - 1= 1/ exp(x) + 1 1-p/p= 1/ exp(x)

p/p-1= exp(x)

Finally, take log of both sides, we got

Log(p/p-1)= b(1)+b(2)x

Derivation of log function

Reverse it

Divide by exp(x)

Rearrage formular



Example

We will classify the cells as normal (0) and cancerous 1 

if gene expression > 65 

Given that we have three variables

Exposure to radiation

Acidity

Reactive molecules 



This example involves an experiment to help model the various gene expression levels that 

links to cancer occurence. The data include observations of gene expression, patients tested, 

and number cancers.

Logistic regression and cancer risk estimation



However there are few problems if we use linear fit:

1) The fit line predicts proportions less than 0 and greater than 1 when proportion geneX level

is at very high and low levels

2) Proportions are not normally distributed. This contradicts for fitting a simple linear regression

model. It requires normal distribution. 

Lets fit with a linear model



Lets fit with a polynomial model

1) The fit line predicts proportions goes high and low values when proportion geneX level 

is at very high and low levels

Polynamial model fails

Polynamial model fails



Solutions: Logistic regression

Logistic regression is the best model if response variable is binomial. Because it uses a fitting

method that is appropriate for the binomial distribution. 

Predicted proportions/probability values are   present in the range from 0 to 1.

In matlab we use glmfit function to fit our data to a logistic model. 
This function returns coefficient estimates for a linear 

regression of the responses Y (f(x)) on the

independent variable X



%logistic regression

[logitCoef,dev,stats] = glmfit(geneX,[cancer 

tested],'binomial','logit');

In Matlab,



%logistic regression

[logitCoef,dev,stats] = glmfit(geneX,[cancer tested],'binomial','logit');

logitFit = glmval(logitCoef,geneX,'logit');

figure(3)

plot(geneX,proportion,'bs', geneX,logitFit,'r-','markersize',16);

Glmval is uses to compute the predicted values for the model



glmfint: Logistic model coefficients



P(Y=1|beta)= exp(b(1)+b(2)x) / 1+exp(b(1)+b(2)x)



Coefficients are estimated by using a maximum likelihood 

estimation method where coefficients maximizes the 

prediction of observed values in the data

log(odds) = b0 + b1x = −12.12+ 0.45x 

points on a line represents the highest points in the 

probability distribution
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The effect of coefficients on the shape of logistic model 
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Maximum likelihood estimation

Estimation parameters where the probability of observed data 

is maximized. 

P(Y=1|coeffcients)= exp(b(1)+b(2)x) / 1+exp(b(1)+b(2)x)

Likelihood function

P(y|beta(x))= (exp(b(1)+b(2)x)) (y) / 1+exp(b(1)+b(2)x)



Computaion of upper and lower limits of coefficients

(eb1+z∗SEb1 ,eb1−z∗SEb1 ) = (e0.30,e..46) = (1.36, 1.59) 

b1 ± z∗SEb1 = 0.38 ± (1.96)(0.04) = X ± Y 

Now, odds of having cancer increase 



log(odds) = b0 + b1x = −12.12+ 0.38x 

1. if P = 1.2e-22, we can reject the null hypothesis that b1 = 0.

2. We use the estimate b1 = 0.45 and its standard error SEb1 = 0.04

to compute the 95% confidence interval for β1: 

b1 ± z∗SEb1 = 0.38 ± (1.96)(0.04) = X ± Y 

(eb1+z∗SEb1 ,eb1−z∗SEb1 ) = (e0.30,e..46) = (1.36, 1.59) 

Our estimate of the slope is 0.38and we are 95% confident that the true value is between 0.30 and 0.46. 

For the odds ratio, the estimate is 1.56 and 95% confidence interval is 

The odds of having cancer increase by a factor of 1.56 for each unit

increase in the log concentration of gene expression 



Prediction of cancer risk with logistic model

Given than geneX results of patient is 33 ug/ml, what is the 

risk of having disease?



In this experiment we examine how well a drug kills cancer cells. 

The explanatory variable is the log concentration of the drug. 

We count each cells whether was either killed or alive.

drugconc=[3.4,12,20,30,65,280]

cancercells=[100,98,96,96,99,100]

numberkilled=[5,15,55,65,80,90]





log(odds) = b0 + b1x = −18.64 + 4.25x 

1. if P = 0.018, we can reject the null hypothesis that b1 = 0.

2. We use the estimate b1 = 4.25 and its standard error SEb1 = 1.428 

to compute the 95% confidence interval for β1: 

Interpretation of logistic regression results

b1 ± z∗SEb1 = 4.249 ± (1.96)(1.428) = X ± Y 

(eb1+z∗SEb1 ,eb1−z∗SEb1 ) = (e0.23588,e4.26212) = (1.27, 70.96) 

Our estimate of the slope is 4.25 and we are 95% confident that

the true value is between 0.24 and 4.26. 

For the odds ratio, the estimate is 9.48 and 95% confidence interval is 



The odds of killing cancer cells increase by a factor of 9.5 

for each unit increase in the log concentration of drug 

Conclusion



Multiple logistic regression

The data set includes three gene variables: geneA, geneB, and geneC. 

We examined the model where geneA was used to predict the odds. 

Do the other explanatory variables contain additional information that will give us a better prediction? 

We use multiple logistic regression.

log(odds) = b0 + b1 geneA + b2 geneB + b3 geneC

= −14.26 + 0.58 geneA + 0.68 geneB + 3.47 geneC



Machine learning with Matlab

It teaches the computer to think like humans. The data is 

provided and interpret to build a model

Supervised learning Unsupervised learning

Classification Regression

• Linear Reg

• Logistic Reg

• Gaussian model

• Nearest Neighor

• Naïve Bayes

• Support Vector machines

• Random Forest

• Neuronal Networks

• Kmeans

• Hidden markov model 

• Hieracrhical model



Machine learning for biology

Alphafold

Machine learning for self driving cars



Example: Hand written recognition
Classic problem in machine learning

Problem: Can we teach the computer to read 

the hand written digits ?



Can you predict the following hand written digit? Is it 1 

or 2?

Labels   

2  2  2  

Is it 1 or 2?

As we humans, computers also make mistakes! 

How to reduce error rate?

1. Use many training samples

2. Use many features



Step 1:

Convert the images into a linear form

Step 2:

Separate data into test and test set



Step 2:

Separate data into train and test set



• Used for multiclass classification. 

• It is an iterative process for splitting data into partitions 

and split them further into branches

• The method based on finding features that splits data.

• We create a model that predicts the label of a target 

variable by learning decision rules extracted from the 

data features. 

Classification Tree



people gender Age 

<40

Pass 

or fail

1 1 1 1

2 1 1 1

3 1 0 0

4 1 1 0

5 0 1 1

6 0 0 0

7 0 1 1

8 0 0 0

Data

femalemale

Age<40 Age<40Age>40 Age>40

Pro, 1 Pro, 0

Label,1 Label,0 Label,1

Pro, 0.66 Pro, 0

Label,0

Build a simple Classification Tree for fail or pass the course

Test samples: a) male, 

age>24

b) Female, age  

Female=1

Male=0
Age<40=1

Age>40=0

Feature1: Feature 2:



Features

Data

Feature 1

Pro, 0.89

Label,0
Label,8

Feature 1

Feature 2 Feature 2 Feature 2 Feature 2

Feature 3

Pro, 0.92

Feature 3





Compare predicted and true labels



Other examples for decision tree






